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Abstract           
 

               This research dissertation is focus on exploration of Trade-
Based Money Laundering (“TBML”) as a kind of money laundering 
method and as an emerging risk area towards banks and other 
financial institution. The interest of this research project arose while 
having engagements and projects on banks’ trade-finance business, 
while after taking a preliminary reading and work experience in 
Anti-Money Laundering (“AML”) and Know-Your Client (“KYC”) 
work. The area of TBML research is still under limitation as current 
literature and academic research publications is still focus on 
traditional cash-based money laundering methodologies and 
business cases, while the TBML research is still under development. 
Currently more publications, including industry and academic 
publications, had provided more insights on new and complex 
money laundering methods within shipping and logistics sectors, 
which is a focus of TBML. Meanwhile, TBML also have raised 
regulatory concerns around the globe with whilst some examples 
and simple methodologies in some of the research reports, 
especially within the Asia Pacific region. This could show the actual 
situation of how severe money laundering using TBML methods in 
the globe. 
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Research Objective and Methodology 
This research dissertation aimed to provide a general understanding on how TBML could be a 
threat towards financial intuitions and banks by showing general methodologies on how 
launders used in TBML related crimes based on historical and theorical context and previous 
methodology on TBML related crimes. With some examples of TBML related crimes to show 
on how banks and other financial institutions to tackle TBML related crimes. This research 
dissertation would also aimed to investigate the possibility on how blockchain technologies 
innovation could help to mitigate TBML related crimes as introducing new operational 
methods in trade finance business for financial institution by using smart contracts with 
blockchain technologies could reduce risks and chances of TBML related crimes occurrences. 
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Literature review overview 

This research dissertation is being separated into four parts. The first part would be focus on 
TBML methodologies from both academic and industry literatures. Then the second part 
would be on literatures which contains the analysis and result on the current practices and 
methodologies on how financial institutions could discover and tackle with TBML related 
cases and processes. The third part would be on smart contracts on blockchain as a new 
innovative technology, together with some implications and use cases on smart contracts in 
shipping and logistics sectors. The last part of the literature review covers mostly industry 
reports on the advantages and improvements on smart contracts and blockchain towards the 
current practices done by the financial institutions.  

a. TBML methodologies 
The first definition regarding TBML could be traced back to 2006 where Financial Action Task 
Force (“FATF”) (FATF, 2006) defined TBML as “the process of disguising the proceeds of 
crime and moving value through the use of trade transactions in an attempt to legitimize their 
illicit origins.”. After that, FATF further extended the definition of TBML and terrorist 
financing (“TF”) in 2008 (FATF, 2008) as “refer to the process of disguising the proceeds of 
crime and moving value through the use of trade transactions in an attempt to legitimise their 
illegal origin or finance their activities.” This means that FATF linked up TBML with illegal 
activities including TF in the scope. 
Later, in 2012, the Asia / Pacific Group on Money Laundering (“APG”) under FATF continued 
this study and published a typology report on TBML (APG, 2012), which this report from APG 
aimed to study on new methodologies and techniques used by money launderers at that time 
and highlight to financial institutions as a list of possible red flags to detect and tackle with 
suspicious crime and cases to respond to TBML. The report also listed out the process of 
trade finance as a guidance to investigators and law enforcements.  
The APG report (APG, 2012) drove a conclusion indicating that TBML is acting as an 
important channel for criminal organizations and terrorists to move money from illicit 
channel into the economy. While the rapid growth of international trade makes the 
international trade finance business being exposed to more vulnerabilities and challenges to 
investigators. There are also a few cases being reported related to TBML in the past. The APG 
suggest to have a holistic approach in terms of inter-agency coordination and international 
corporation for policy makers together with standardization of statistics, with targeted 
trainings and more detailed research. The report from APG makes other regulators to have 
more focus on TBML.   
Other literatures related to TBML are mostly studied and published by other regulators, and 
organizations within the financial sector. Selected literatures including the Australian 
Institute of Criminology in 2011, United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority in 2013, The 
Hong Kong Association of Banks in 2016, the Isle of Man Government in 2017, and the 
Association of Banks in Singapore in 2018 (Australian Institute of Criminology, 2011; 
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Financial Conduct Authority, 2013; The Hong Kong Association of Banks, 2016; Treasury 
Customs and Excise Division, Isle of Man Government, 2017; The Association of Banks in 
Singapore, 2018). These selected literatures are being more focus on each countries specific 
risks towards TBML within trade operations, provide guidance for local financial institutions 
to implement AML programs to combat TBML, with indications of possible red flags and 
general methodologies of TBML cases within their country.   
Other selected literatures outside the financial sectors with highlights on the TBML and TF 
typologies includes (McSkimming, 2010). McSkimming (McSkimming, 2010) highlighted in a 
two-fold approach, 1) pricing based and 2) volume based approach. McSkimming also stated 
that there are two sufficient conditions which need to be fulfilled in order to make TBML to 
be effective as collusion between parties are required and the nominal value of money being 
laundered must be exceed the trade finance transaction cost. While these two sufficient 
conditions are not being highlighted from those industry studies and report from regulators 
and government organizations.  
On the contrary, reports form regulators indeed highlighted other numerous methodologies 
and techniques for engaging TBML, not limited to price or volume based methods. Other 
methods highlighted including false described goods and services, related party transactions, 
trading intangibles and barter transactions. These methods are not only limited the usage of 
altering pricing and volume-based methods, but including other techniques in documents 
tampering, hiding beneficial ownerships and the actual real value of the goods in a trade-
finance transaction.  

b. Current practices and methodologies 
Selected literatures have more focuses on the banking and financial sector, which using the 
banking’s AML / KYC compliance framework as the pivot for how banks could able to detect 
TBML using its existing AML / KYC compliance functions, with enhanced methodologies and 
best practices in combating TBML.  
However, The Financial Conduct Authority of United Kingdom discovered that financial 
institutions in United Kingdom are lacking adequate controls and measures to mitigate the 
risk of money laundering and TF within the trade operations, which requires improvement 
from financial institutions. On the other hand, on a high level policies and international 
perspective, the FATF had recommended some best practices for financial institutions to 
combat TBML in its 2008 report (FATF, 2008), the aim of this FATF report was to improve the 
ability of the authorities to collect and effectively use and utilize both domestic and 
international trade data as a risk-based approach to investigate money laundering and 
terrorist financing. Although FATF excluded domestic trade out from the scope of TBML in its 
previous reports and publications, the report also includes how to utilize domestic trade 
information.  
Other than that, the FATF 2008 report (FATF, 2008) also aimed to build a stronger awareness 
for TBML within the financial sectors other than existing 40+9 recommendations. The FATF 
proposed countries and financial institutions to have a stronger awareness and extend tailor 
make TBML training to relevant staff, law enforcement agencies and tax authorities. Other 
than that, FATF also recommend a stronger outreach and raising awareness within the 
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private sector and enhanced international co-operation as mutual legal assistance in TBML / 
TF investigations and prosecutions.  
On a more practical perspective which focus on daily operations of banks and financial 
institutions, the Hong Kong Association of Banks issued a research report on the best practice 
on combating TBML (The Hong Kong Association of Banks, 2016). The association highlighted 
several key principles related to trade controls including risk assessment on institutional, 
business, customer and transaction level, extended coverage on collection of information and 
documents specifically related to the trade-related transactions to mitigate risks. 
Furthermore, the association further reminded financial institutions on accounts of specific 
red flags related to trade finance transactions. On the same basis, the Association of Banks in 
Singapore issued a guideline to banks on how to use its existing AML / KYC compliance 
functions on tackling TBML, which including but not limited to documentary review of trade 
finance documents, sanctions screens and payment screening checks, transaction monitoring 
and suspicious transaction reporting. 
Other literatures outside the financial sectors are having wide ranged focus from law 
enforcements, customs, government agencies and supply chain sectors. Selected literatures 
includes (McSkimming, 2010; Hoffmann, 2013; Zdanowicz, 2009; and Delston and Walls, 
2009). These literatures are having a wide range of focus on how law enforcement agencies, 
other government agencies, customs to use existing trading databases with new statistical 
analysis methods to detect and investigate money laundering.  
From (Zdanowicz, 2009), the research paper illustrates new statistical profiling methods that 
can evaluate transactions compared to a country’s international trade database what can help 
to mitigate the risk with TBML, with example on using the United States Merchandise Trade 
Data Base produced by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau which primary use 
is to determine the U.S. Balance of trade. This database contains all shipping transaction 
declarations and customs data with other legal documents. Which the research paper drives 
net detection methods based on counterparty country risk, customs district risk, product risk 
and transaction price risk to detect suspicious transactions and make the law enforcement 
and other agencies to detect and minimize TBML. While Zdanowicz (Zdanowicz, 2009) also 
stated international corporation on including other countries trade data can robust the 
analysis.  
While from McSkimming’s research (McSkimming, 2010), the paper highlighted some of the 
difficulties from law enforcement on combating TBML. Although FATF highlighted the 
severances of TBML and importance on combating TBML to financial institutions and private 
sector. Yet there are no specific recommendations on TF related to TBML. The paper also 
highlighted other organizations focused on ML, including both the Wolfsberg Group and 
Egmont Group recognized problem related to TBML. Given that both Wolfsberg Group and 
Egmont Group are primarily focusing on financial sector, which indicate that there are 
difficulties and lack of guidance on how law enforcement conducting analysis and 
investigation on TBML related crimes originated from other sectors. The research also 
indicated that under the current practices and operations, law enforcements and regulators 
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are hard to carry out monitoring and carry out anti-TBML related regulations which may be 
costly and ineffective.  
McSkimming’s (McSkimming, 2010) research also listed out the current analytical techniques 
for detecting TBML, including unit price analysis and bilateral trade price analysis, which 
both methods are liaising with the existing customs data and there is no need for making 
changes on trade related regulations. These two techniques are recorded in FATF’s 2008 best 
practice report (FATF, 2008). However, both unit price analysis and bilateral trade price 
analysis are not effective in detection of volume-based TBML methodologies. These volume-
based methods are required either physical inspection or intelligence investigation methods. 
Furthermore, these two techniques required a high data quality for calculation of price of 
goods without valuation bias, classification of the actual designations of the goods as through 
several major transit ports like Hong Kong, Singapore, Cape Town. In which, as there are 
different data recording methodologies in different countries and there are full of paper-
based documents and data needs to be provided to different customs and other related 
parties in the supply chain for a trade finance transaction, errors or data discrepancies are 
common and not accurate.  
Hoffmann’s research paper proposed (Hoffmann, 2013) a new approach named as Risk-Based 
Customs Audit to combat TBML, which the customs audit was used in countries to target 
other trade related crimes such as tax evasion but not have been used to combat TBML. The 
customs audit means “the audit conducted by the customs on the basis of the account books 
and vouchers, customs declaration documentations or data, commercial documents and 
goods of the traders with the purpose of identifying the authenticity and validity of the trade”. 
Hoffmann’s paper considered the basis that the level of international corporation in the 
current stage is not sufficient and there are limitations and conditions on getting mutual legal 
assistance from other jurisdictions. The paper illustrated the Republic of Korea’s current 
customs audit model could be one of the good TBML customs audit model. Which the 
Republic of Korea’s model conducts on both pre-audits and post-audits before the goods 
enter to the country and after goods being released.  
The Risk Based Customs Audit is a new approach for targeting TBML, there are some 
modifications compared to the current customs audit model. This targeting TBML model 
includes a physical inspection on goods and examination on documentations on pre-
identified high risk trade transactions, with a post-audit process after the goods released. 
This method is incorporated with the existing custom audit process with enhanced 
investigation and due diligence on targeting TBML, which the extra resources required for 
implementation is less than expected as the same resources and procedures had been 
implemented to target tax evasion. This Risk Based Audit could be one of the effective and 
efficient options for countries to protect countries’ exposure to TBML.  

c. Blockchain and smart contracts 
The rationale on introducing blockchain and smart contracts towards of combating TBML is 
related to several reasons. As a general trade finance transaction involves several parties, 
including buyer, seller, customs, shipping companies and several banks acting on behalf of 
either buyers and sellers.  
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The existing process of conducting a trade financing transaction and settlement involves a 
number of process. Regarding the settlement process for a trade finance transaction, before 
the shipment of goods, the buyer and seller needs to request and authenticate letter of credit, 
with involvement of two different banks as the issuing bank and advising and confirming 
bank. After shipment process, the buyer and seller, together with both issuing banks and 
negotiating bank for the collection of relevant documents, payments and verification of the 
actual shipment. The process and steps involved are complicated steps and requires a high 
coordination effort from banks, buyer and sellers. The complicated process also created time 
delay in making actual payments and documents collection. 
Within the existing practice, there are several key challenges on current trade finance 
business. The Bank for International Settlements issued a report in 2014 (The Bank for 
International Settlements, 2014) related to trade finance issues, including but not limited to 
poor customer experience, increasing cost and regulatory requirements. Which part of the 
rationale behind these issues are raised from TBML and combating with TBML, on the other 
hand, there is a need for high coordination effort required for all parties involved in the trade 
finance transaction as there are overly complicated process and procedures to be done. The 
timeline for handling these procedures are way too long than what is expected today.  
The idea of blockchain is raised from an individual named “Satoshi Nakamoto” from his 
research on Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System using cryptography and a peer-to-peer 
network (Nakamoto, 2009). Satoshi Nakamoto invented blockchain which used as the public 
transaction ledger of a crypto currency named as Bitcoin. Blockchain is verifiable, 
unchangeable and immutable which keeps all transaction securely on a permanent basis. It is 
hard to tamper data on a single block as all the blocks within the blockchain are linked with 
its previous block using cryptographic hash.  
The conclusion of Satoshi Nakamoto’s literature (Nakamoto, 2009) is a proposal of electronic 
transaction systems without rely on trust and intermediaries. Furthermore, after this 
literature, there are stronger usage and creating of a total new ecosystem of financial 
technology industry. However, this would be out of the scope of this research dissertation as 
this research dissertation is focus on how blockchain could facilitate and combat TBML.  
Another component as a possible solution for combating TBML is smart contract, the idea of 
smart contract was raised way before blockchain, from Nick Szabo in 1994 (Szabo, 1994). 
Smart contract is a computer protocol which intended to facilitate, verify and enforce the 
negotiation and performance of a contract. From Nick Szabo, the objective of smart contract is 
to satisfy common contractual conditions, minimize exceptions and minimize the need for 
trusted intermediaries. Which could further facilitate economic goals including fraud loss, 
transaction cost and legal enforcement cost.  
Smart contracts are front loaded, there is no tampering to change the contract once the 
contract is automatically handled. The smart contracts are also disintermediated, immutable 
and trustless, there is no need for third parties to oversight and verify the execution and 
performance of a contact.  
Nick Szabo also include some of the use of smart contracts, including synthetic assets as new 
form of securities from wide range of securities and derivatives together, including bonds, 
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options and futures. Even very complex terms and conditions could be built into smart 
contracts which can run automatically without a high transaction cost. Another example 
highlighted by Nick Szabo is smart property which further extend the contracts on physical 
objects with assigning values and linked physical properties into smart contracts.  

d. How to improve? 
There are many industry publications regarding on how blockchain engagement in trade 
finance could assist to solve the vulnerabilities and problems on the current trade finance 
operations as well as combating with TBML.  
From an industry report from Deloitte (Deloitte n.d.; Deloitte Consulting, 2017), using 
blockchain and smart contracts in trade finance operations actually reshape the current 
complicated and lengthy process into simple versions, as usage of smart contracts and 
blockchain reduced delivery of different versions of paper-based documents. Other than that, 
there are other advantages including real time review, transparent factoring, proof of 
ownership, automated settlement of fees. These are raised from the nature of blockchain 
which is permanent and immutable, all related parties involved in a trade finance transaction 
could review and look at the transaction on the same blockchain as a shared ledger, there is 
no data discrepancies on value, unit data to be reviewed by sellers, buyers, customs and 
banks. Thus the potential on manipulation on price, units, ownership and documentations 
from money launderers or terrorists is eliminated. Furthermore, there is an elimination for 
double spending and double invoicing as one of the key challenges and problems to solve by 
blockchain.  
Furthermore, industry reports also illustrate some improvements on trade finance operations 
using blockchain as an open, trustless and automated platform. The blockchain could allow 
any user group to initiate transaction using smart contracts with standard workflows and 
procedures for approval, execution or negotiation with client. This open blockchain platform 
is also fully transparent in the whole process of trade finance transaction in real-time basis, 
every parties involved could identify potential issues, problems and could be solved within a 
short period of time. This also reduced the counterparty risk and intermediary for 
correspondent banking.  
Industry reports and initiatives highlighted the automation on settlement process using 
blockchain and smart contracts as one key improvements towards the existing practice and 
procedures. As the nature of smart contracts are front loaded that all the data to be input into 
the smart contracts must be correct before execution, which reduced contractual ambiguities 
and errors between parties involved from manual process and communications between 
bankers. Furthermore, as smart contracts are computer protocol code which could set in pre 
conditions with automatic execution, there is no extra effort to be paid by bankers for 
oversight the execution and confirmation for trade finance transactions.  
 

e. Data Collection and Analysis 
As this research dissertation is focus on general methodologies on TBML with investigation 
on potential for using blockchain and smart contracts to combat TBML. The data analysis 
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would be primarily using secondary data on existing research, and public databases. The data 
analysis would be more focus on how to existing law enforcements, government agencies, and 
banks to detect TBML related crimes, i.e. price and volume based methods and techniques.  
On a qualitative data analysis, which will collect data and proposals from industry reports for 
feasibility on how blockchain and smart contracts to be implemented and replacing the 
existing trade finance operations. Which these industry reports are also to be used in data 
analysis on comparing the new methodologies on tackling vulnerabilities of trade financing 
business to money launders.  
Other than that, qualitative data analysis would be on the methodologies of TBML involved, 
which these data of methodologies will be obtained from guidelines and reports from 
international organizations, regulators and industry stakeholders. While the targeted 
deliverable will be figure out some common methodologies on TBML and how money 
launders transfer money from illicit activities towards economy with legitimate purposes. 

Part 1: Trade finance and Trade-based Money Laundering (TBML) 

a. Introduction 
International trade is the exchange of capital, goods and services between nations across 
borders or territories as one exporter provide such exchange with an importer. From Sterns, 
Langer (2001), the earliest record of international trade could be traced back to ancient time 
in the 19th century before common era between Assyrian Empire and Kültepe in Cappadocia 
as a merchant colony. After that, the trading between nations evolves as a merchant colony to 
the use of entry ports, shipping in the middle ages and to the modern stage as international 
trade between countries and nations. 
In the modern era, the process of international trade is already streamlined with the 
involvement of financial institutions to facilitate both exporters and importers to meet their 
contractual obligations. Thus, this raises the trade finance business for financial institutions. 
At the same page, money launders could also find a possible way to transfer their criminal 
proceeds to other countries using international trade with a limited scrutiny from 
government authorities.  
This part would define what is trade finance and trade finance facilitates both exporters and 
importers to fulfil their contractual obligations. Furthermore, several TBML together with 
methodologies used by money launders would also be discussed.  

b. What is Trade Finance? 
Trade finance, or trade financing, could be referred to the provision of any form of financing 
needs that enables a trading activity to take place. This includes facilitation of procurement of 
items for sale or storage for future activities, or monetary financing to buyer and supplier to 
meet their contractual obligations. Trade finance plays an important role in international 
trade as financial institutions’ involvement helps to solve several difficulties for both 
exporters and importers during international trading transactions. Examples of difficulties 
including limited access for working capital for exporters and new credit line for overseas 
purchase on products for importers.  
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Financial institutions’ involvement in trade finance business includes the following roles:  
a) Providing information to buyers and sellers  

This includes engaging information of both exporters and importers for business 
opportunities for the transaction. Financial institutions would play as the advisory role in this 
case as to engage both parties to conduct a trade transaction.  

b) Settlements for Trade transactions 
This includes general normal banking operations for both exporters and importers, form 
opening an establishing a banking relationship, Know-your-client (“KYC”) onboarding, the 
collection of company documents, transactions related documents, making advance payments 
and application of trade financing from financial institutions.  

c) Provide financing 
This includes financial institutions to work on providing financial instruments for both 
exporters and importers. Including but not limited to overdraft, loans, bank guarantees, 
letters of credit and structured finance and others.  Financial institutions would require a 
collection of collaterals from both exporters and importers for engaging  

d) Managing currency risk and market risk 
Financial institutions are required to manage the exchange rate fluctuation risk of currencies 
used during trade transactions. Financial institutions are required to managing their own risk 
of receiving payments in multiple currencies and required to hedge these currencies by 
taking reverse positions on financial instruments like options, futures, spots or swap to hedge 
financial institutions own positions. Financial institutions are also required to managing the 
price volatility of commodities undertaking in various trade transactions as to guarantee the 
price in the future under the ever-changing demand and supplies of commodities.  
Although financial institutions have such involvements in the international trade system, yet 
the international trade system is subjected to various vulnerabilities and risks for criminal 
organizations with the opportunities to launder their crime proceeds and/or provide funding 
to terrorist organizations with a low risk of detection. As highlighted by the Financial Action 
Task Force (“FATF”) (2006) in their report on TBML (FATF, 2006), FATF highlighted the 
below vulnerabilities and risks,  

a) Huge transaction volume of cross-border trade flows.  
The huge cross-border trade transaction volume creates obstacles for law enforcement 
agencies to detect the suspicious transactions, some small amount individual transactions 
would be obscured during transaction detection and review. This provides a good 
opportunity for criminal organizations to make cross-border transfers without detection.  

b) The complexity of financing agreements.  
Under a single international trade transaction, there are often having multiple foreign 
exchange transactions involved as payments and fees through buyers, sellers, and financial 
institutions intermediaries. In this case, it is hard to trace these transactions. Furthermore, 
extra resources need to be applied for diverse financing agreement between various parties 
in a trade transaction.  

c) Extra additional complexity. 
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This exists for identifying the illicit origin funds within the existing cash flow from a 
legitimate business. It is hard to identify such illicit cash flows during a trade transaction 
when involving parties and intermediates usually only have part of the transaction 
information that could not make a complete picture for identifying illicit funds and suspicious 
transactions.  

d) Customs limitation 
There is another limitation for customs regarding the exchange of data between countries 
and resources to detect such illicit trade transactions.  
In such a booming international trade environment, it is having more pressures for law 
enforcement agencies and financial institutions to detect illicit trade transactions given that 
there is an even faster increasing trend for developing countries. Which in this case, criminal 
organizations are easier to move illicit funds through international trade as TBML.   

c. What is Trade-based Money Laundering (TBML)?  
TBML was first mentioned by the FATF (2006) (FATF, 2006) which defined TBML as: 
“Trade-based money laundering is defined as the process of disguising the proceeds of crime and 
moving value through the use of trade transactions in an attempt to legitimize their illicit 
origins” 
Which this definition of TBML implies money laundering and disguising the proceeds of crime 
could be through the misrepresentation of price, quantity and/or quality of imports or 
exports. Furthermore, FATF highlighted that money launders combine TBML techniques with 
other traditional money laundering techniques for further obscure the money transaction 
trail.  
Unlike other crimes such as tax evasion and capital flight which transfers legitimate funds 
using illicit way, TBML is using legitimate way to transfer illicit funds as another way around.  
This is hard for law enforcement to trace such illicit origin funds movement by TBML as the 
illicit funds had been integrated into the legitimate business for making the transaction and 
movement of funds. As referring to the three stages of money laundering as defined from 
(Reuter, 2004), such movement of illicit funds within the legitimate business could be as the 
layering stage or the integration stage, where illicit funds are appeared to be normal business 
earnings with a legitimate transaction purpose. From (Delver, 2018) and (Viles, 2008), it is 
identified that detection and identification of illicit funds associated with TBML through 
confidential informants.   

d. Problem with TBML 
Miller, e.l. (2016) indicated some consequences associated with TBML, mainly related to 
economic and security concerns. As Miller, e.l. (2016) mentioned that as there are not much 
studies on TBML compared to other money laundering techniques by academics and 
policymakers. Money launders using TBML techniques would create business impact the the 
legitimate economy. Miller, e.l. (2016) addressed the result from the United States Homeland 
Investigation that traditional criminal organizations, including money launders, are using a 
lower price than the market price to dispose products which purchased with illicit funds to 
the market. This could make other legitimate business companies to face unexpected 
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comparative disadvantages.  Furthermore, from the research report of Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (“OECD”) (2016), the globalization market provides 
criminal organizations a less risk and better environment for putting profitable activities with 
a lower chance being detected. In this case, criminal organizations are easier to connect 
remote consumers to dispose goods purchased with illicit funds.Thus, this means their 
business operations could achieve economies of scale and become legitimate compare to 
other normal business. In this case, this makes harder for law enforcement agencies to detect 
such illicit funds, and illegal money capital transfers would also damages domestic 
investment and expenditures.     

e. General methodologies and illustrations of TBML 
As highlighted from the FATF (2006) report, TBML is a process of using trade transaction as a 
legitimate purpose to transfer funds with illicit origin. In actual use, TBML could be achieved 
using different kinds of misrepresentation on documents presented in an international trade 
transaction during imports and exports. Another abuse of the financial system involves fraud 
transactions with a range of financial instruments. The alternation of trading documents is 
related to price, quantity, description of goods and services.  

a) Over / Under-invoicing  
The over or under-invoicing of goods and services is one of the most traditional and common 
ways for moving money using alternation of the price being too high or too low when 
compares to the fair price of the goods, which could enable transfer of value legitimately 
between exporter and importer. The value being transferred is regarded as:  
Money able to be transferred = Amount paid - fair value of the goods 
Money able to be laundered = Amount paid + fair value of the goods 
This is because the shipped goods are purchased and sold at the fair price in the open market, 
money launders could use illicit funds to do the purchase in the open market and export to 
importers, which importers could use illicit funds to make payments to exporters and sell the 
goods to convert to cash and equivalents in fair price. This makes the illicit funds are able to 
appear as legitimate and normal funds as the funds are being used as purchase goods for both 
exporters and importers. The over or under-invoicing could help to facilitate movements of 
illicit funds by terrorist organizations and drug dealers where the organizations could be both 
importers and exporters as the controller and ultimate shareholder. 
Using over or under-invoicing may have high tax implications, as goods are subjected to 
value-added-tax. In this case, exporters may require to pay a significant amount of value-
added-tax imposed for over-invoicing. Meanwhile, under-invoicing makes importers to enjoy 
a reduction of import duties paid to the customs. This reflects other than using TBML to move 
illicit funds, money launders are also willing to have tax deduction through using over or 
under-invoicing as one of the TBML technique.  
On the other hand, customs are more focused on detecting under-invoicing, on the basis that 
customs are focused on stopping the import of contraband and ensure the collection of 
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import duties, which further extended to impact on value added tax and income tax.1 Which 
the collection of import duties is limited as customs are not able to obtain the trading data to 
determine the fair market price of the goods, which in this case, customs are hard to 
determine whether the imported goods are as underpriced.  

b) Multiple invoicing of goods and services 
This is another technique to move illicit funds through the legitimate business model as 
TBML. Just invoicing the same shipment more than once, which could enable money launders 
to make multiple payments to the same shipment. Payments could be even processed by 
several banks separately to prevent detection from the in-house transaction monitoring 
system of each bank, provide a legitimate reason to support multiple payments such as 
advance payment, late fees, payments by stages. Furthermore, it is also not required to 
misrepresent information on the commercial invoice as fake and forged documents.  

c) Over / Under-shipments of goods and services 
This is similar to over / under-invoicing TBML technique, which is used in the direct actual 
shipment of goods. In the most extreme case, there is no actual shipment of goods made 
between the exporter and importer, but fake shipments record or shipments of empty cargo 
was presented to pretend that there is shipment made between the exporter and importer. As 
in the transaction process, financial institution may not able to know these shipments are as 
the phantom shipment and provided trade finance support to exporters or importers. 
Therefore, through over / under-shipments, money launders could transfer and launder the 
value as 
Money able to be transferred = Amount paid - fair value of the goods 
Money able to be laundered = Amount paid + fair value of the goods 
In terms of cash flows to be transferred cross border and possible amount of money to be 
laundered, using over / under-shipment is the same as the over / under-invoicing as the 
similar kind of TBML techniques as manipulating the quantity of goods and services other 
than the price. In this case, money launders are much more convenient as there is no actual 
shipments in place to create unnecessary cost on purchasing / selling and shipment cost of 
the goods.  

d) False description of goods and services 
In this case, other than misrepresentation on the price and quantity of goods and services, 
misrepresentation on description of goods and services on the commercial invoice could also 
be one of the way to transfer huge amount of money between exporter and importer.  
Money able to be transferred = Amount paid - actual fair market value of the goods 
Money able to be laundered = Amount paid + actual fair market value of the goods 
Similar to the over / under-invoicing and over / under-shipment, false description of goods 
and services implies that money launders are manipulating the invoice in order to alter the 
amount paid from importer to exporter as the products are pretended to have a higher (or 

                                                 
1
 Media article from The Himalayan Times Dated on September 06, 2017 revealed that Nepal government is targeting 

to solve the huge impact on under invoicing from detection of customs.  https://thehimalayantimes.com/business/black-

economy-thrives-as-under-invoicing-in-import-rampant/  

https://thehimalayantimes.com/business/black-economy-thrives-as-under-invoicing-in-import-rampant/
https://thehimalayantimes.com/business/black-economy-thrives-as-under-invoicing-in-import-rampant/
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lower) fair value than the actual market fair value of the goods and services. Meanwhile, as 
mentioned for detection of over / under-invoicing by the customs, since there is no share 
database and trade data of the actual fair market value of goods and services in the shipment, 
it is hard for customs agency to determine the actual fair market value of the shipment goods. 
  

e) Informal value transfer system (“IVTS”) - Hawala and Black market Peso exchange 
agreements (“BMPE”) 

f)  
IVTS is different from the TBML techniques listed form a) to d), from United States 
Department of the Treasury Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (“FinCEN”) (2003) 
report (FinCEN, 2003), the IVTS is defined as  
“Any system, mechanism, or network of people that receives money for the purpose of making 
the funds or an equivalent value payable to a third party in another geographic location, 
whether or not in the same form. The transfers generally take place outside of the conventional 
banking system through non-bank financial institutions or other business entities whose 
primary business activity may not be the transmission of money” 
 
The IVTS could be referred as an alternative remittance and underground banking system 
which could be dated back to 5800 BC for settling outstanding balance accounts between 
villages in Asia. Currently the settlement of IVTS is similar back to 7000 years ago where IVTS 
as an alternative remittance system involves a sender, a recipient two IVTS brokers located in 
the sender and recipient countries. Sender will provide funds to the local IVTS broker and 
receives a code, then sender will provide the code to recipient. Recipient exchange the code 
with funds from the country’s local IVTS broker. From FinCEN (2003), the two IVTS brokers 
involved will settle their accounts by using accumulation of trading liquid money 
instruments, over invoicing, smuggling commodities such as gold or other jewelleries for 
settlement.   
Using IVTS could help for prevent reporting foreign currencies control, paying taxes and 
leaving audit trail for investigation. As IVTS could provide security, anonymity, and versatility 
to the user, which IVTS appears to be attractive to criminals for engaging in money 
laundering, and facilitating in TBML activity. Further from FinCEN (2010), cases identified 
IVTS operators also involved in normal business operations as a facilitation to transfer illicit 
money for their IVTS operations. Examples of TBML activities using IVTS includes Hawala and 
BPME.  
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A traditional illustration of IVTS could be referred as below:  

 
Source: Informal Funds Transfer Systems - An Analysis of the Informal Hawala System (A 
Joint IMF–World Bank Paper Mohammed El Qorchi, Samuel Munzele Maimbo, and John F. 
Wilson) (2003) 
Hawala is a form of IVTS originated in the Middle East and Africa. Hawala transfers are 
common as the village communities in Africa and Middle East are remote and funds could be 
transfer to the recipient within a day. Hawala system network is usually involves a network of 
several family members under trust, Hawala brokers account settled with minimal movement 
of funds between these family members. As a money settlement network operated between 
several trusted families and its members, from Cassara (2016), Hawala network is difficult for 
outsiders and western law enforcement agencies to investigate and penetrate. Cassara (2016) 
highlighted that western law enforcement agencies are required to understand the family 
tree, relationships between communities members first before investigate the case. One the 
other side, Soudjin (2015) found Hawala operators are reluctant to provide information to of 
their clients to law enforcement agencies during investigations or even does not engage in 
normal KYC process as the Hawala network is build on trust within several communities and 
families. Thus, since Hawala demonstrated extra complexity and difficulty for investigation 
compared to other IVTS, Cassara (2016) mentioned that Hawala appears to be attractive to 
criminals and terrorist organizations.  
Another example of IVTS as the BMPE, which combines various money laundering techniques 
into one as a complex operation specialized by criminal organizations. This TBML technique 
could be traced back to 1980s when Colombia became of the the dominant exporter of drugs 
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to the United States and Peso broker needs to launder the illicit US dollars gain from the drug 
traffickers. 
 
 
 
BMPE Mechanism could refer to the below illustration:  

 
Within the BMPE mechanism, we could identify that the mechanism involves shipments of 
legitimate goods and services from the US to Latin and resell in Latin market in order to 
convert illicit US dollars deposited into Pesos within a legitimate business transaction and 
pretend the funds are legitimate. During such international trade transactions, TBML 
techniques from a) to d) would be used for shipments and transfer of Pesos. Financial 
institutions are also involved in these TBML schemes as they offer services to settle, facilitate 
and finance these international trade transactions through the financial products.    
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f. Case examples related to TBML 
From FATF (2006), FATF (2008), Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering (“APG”) (2012), 
there are several example of money laundering cases using TBML techniques reported from 
FATF or APG members. Meanwhile, from Milner e.l. (2016), Soudjin (2015) and Cassara 
(2016) also mentioned several other money laundering or terrorist financing cases using 
TBML techniques.  
Some of the selected cases are as below:  

a) As reported from the United States that the States had identified one of the Lebanon’s 
bank had been facilitating the Hezbollah, the Lebanon’s leading political party, derived 
financial support from drug sales proceeds and money laundering schemes, including 
TBML.  
It is identified that TBML is being facilitated in managing drug and money laundering 
proceeds being integrated into the financial system as layering. Drug proceeds are 
being as bulk cash to be deposited into the Lebanon bank, then wire remittance to car 
dealers which are related parties to drug dealers to purchase used cars. These used 
cars are then being sent to West Africa or Lebanon for sale. Hence, the actual drug 
proceeds are being considered as proceeds of used cars sales after such integration.  
On the other hand, these drug dealers also used the drug proceeds to purchase 
consumer goods from Asian supplier which ships the goods to Latin America’s drug 
dealer network, which drug dealer could convert these consumer goods back into local 
currencies and pretend the source of fund of their business is selling of these 
consumer goods instead of drug proceeds. 

b) Another case is associated with the usage of TBML for structuring the drug proceeds, 
which drug dealers are using bulk cash deposit or direct small value banking transfer 
by various zombie accounts. Then further structured by making purchase of easily 
sellable toys to United States, then re-export to Latin america for resale, the resale 
proceeds will be remitted back to the drug dealers as a cycle to transform the proceeds 
of dealing drugs as sales of toys.  

The above mentioned cases are using techniques money laundering involving TBML in 
similar way, which is using international trade as the method to pretend the income derived 
from drug proceeds into the normal sales of commodities, which is the targets of drug dealers 
and terrorists. From the cases, there are several red flags which could be noticed by the 
banks, customs or shipping companies during their handling process of various documents 
required during the international trade.  
Normal red flags could be noticed during international trading could be identified as: 

●  Re-export of products to sensitive jurisdictions. As noticed from the cases, both drug 
dealers or terrorists require “Legitimate” funds for them to perform activities in their 
active jurisdictions, which there must have provision of funds or supplies to their 
active jurisdictions.  

●  Cash deposit as the major channel of incoming funds to the account. As the absolute 
anonymous approach of using cash in a transaction or deposit, drug dealers or 
terrorist could claim their source of funds are derived from normal cash intensive 
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business such as fast food restaurants, wholesale of daily necessities, convenience 
stores. Hence, they could include the drug proceeds and pretend as normal business 
proceeds into the financial system.  

●  Overvalue of goods with different valuation method. As one of the cases are involving 
trading of used car for sale in West Africa and Lebanon, these commodities does not 
have a standard pricing all over the world as compared to normal brand new cars, 
cameras valuables which has a suggested price provided by the manufacturer. The 
commodities are in a large variation that there could have manipulation or deflation of 
goods in order to receive more income or declared as loss for tax evasion purpose.  

As complex nature of TBML related crimes created difficulties on investigation by law 
enforcement agencies, and there is no systematic methods to keep track of TBML related 
crimes. The below is to investigate whether the current evolving blockchain technology could 
able to help to tackle TBML related crime. 

Part 2: Is blockchain a possible solution to TBML? 

a. What is blockchain? 
The idea of blockchain was first raised from Szabo (1994) as smart contract, that a smart 
contract is a computer protocol which intended to facilitate, verify and enforce the 
negotiation and performance of a contract.  
Blockchain is conceptualized and realized later by an individual or group writing under the 
name of Satoshi Nakamoto published a paper entitled “Bitcoin: A Peer-To-Peer Electronic 
Cash System”  (2008), that Nakamoto described a peer-to-peer version of sending cash from 
one entity to another entity directly without using a financial institution as an intermediary, 
which further realized the concept of cryptocurrency named as Bitcoin as one of the 
blockchain application. Nakamoto (2008) sought out to solve the accounting problem of 
“Double spending” with using transactions being linked to previous transactions as a public 
open ledger, which is the prototype of current blockchain technology. Later Bitcoin was being 
implemented later in January 2009 with exponentially increase in terms of user base and 
popularity.  
The second generation of blockchain named Ethereum was invented by Buterin (2013), 
which Ethereum introduced blockchain in the form of “a decentralized platform that runs 
smart contracts.” In this case, the blockchain is further being evolved from being simply just a 
public transaction ledger storing just payment information as cryptocurrency transactions to 
create markets, debts, store instructions and execute once the conditions are met and many 
other features that to be created. This second generation of blockchain is visualize and realize 
the idea from Szabo raised in 1994. As in the current stage that smart contract turns to be one 
of the key applications of the blockchain.  
As from Zheng e.l. (2017)’s report as an overview of blockchain, the blockchain is a sequence 
of blocks, which is a complete transactions as a public transaction ledger. Which one 
blockchain only has one genesis block as the first block, the other blocks behind the genesis 
block along the chain would contain the block header, which is the hash value of the previous 
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block with all the transactions, timestamp, threshold for validation and nonce as the 
algorithms within the chain.  
Other than block header, a typical block would also contains the block body, which contains 
all the transactions the block could contain. The number of transaction of a block can contain 
depends on the block size and the size of each transactions. Blockchain’s transactions are 
being authenticated by using asymmetric cryptography mechanisms as digital signatures, 
which contains the public key and private key of the users during validation of the particular 
transaction in the block as consensus mechanism. There are several different kinds of 
consensus mechanism could be used in blockchain, for example, proof-of-work mechanism as 
to process difficult data to easy for others verify transactions within the blockchain network, 
proof-of-stake mechanism which the consensus mechanism is based on the resources that 
each participant within the network. 
In general, blockchain exhibits the following characteristics, first, blockchain is decentralized, 
there is no need to use a central trusted third part to verify the transactions, blockchain is 
used peer-to-peer network and consensus algorithms to validate transactions. Second is 
immutable, within the blockchain peer-to-peer network, various participants are using the 
network to validate the transactions, there is no chance to delete, alternate or rollback the 
validated transactions along the blockchain, which means blockchain’s transactions are 
irreversible. Third one is Anonymity, the users within the blockchain network are identified 
with their address only, there is no information of the actual identity of the users in the 
blockchain, there is also no centralized trusted third party in between the a node to node 
transfer, such transfer only requires address. The forth one is transparent, each participant as 
node along in the blockchain network could check the public ledger up-to-date transaction 
record. At last is the auditability, since blockchain stores data of all transactions occurred 
alongside in the chain, the status of the transactions could be verified and traced.  
As the blockchain technology is evolving, there are several types of daily applications could be 
used on blockchain. The first one as mentioned, is cryptocurrency as an online payment 
solution. Using crypto technologies and encryption, international or local fund transfer does 
not further need involvement of correspondent banks or SWIFT as intermediaries. 
Cryptocurrencies transactions are recorded on blockchain without any leakage of private 
personal identity information.  
Another application is smart contract as mentioned above as the first initiation idea of 
blockchain and as the feature that being realized on the second generation of blockchain, 
Ethereum. The objective of smart contract is to satisfy common contractual conditions, 
minimize exceptions and minimize the need for trusted intermediaries. This could further 
facilitate economic goals including fraud loss, transaction cost and legal enforcement cost. 
Users could also create other smart contracts and applications using ethereum blockchain.  
The last application is Hyperledger, which as an open source blockchain platform initiated in 
December 2015 by Linux Foundation. The Hyperledger is designed to support business 
transactions for technological, financial and supply chain companies as to further improve 
performance and reliability. The Hyperledger is currently develop several protocols and 
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standards as to modualize and support different features and future generations of 
blockchains.  

b. How can blockchain help in international trade? 
With reference to  industries researches, there is a huge potential for improving the efficiency 
and effectiveness of implementation of blockchain into trade finance. Research from Deloitte 
indicates that the future vision of trade finance would be in a faster way with using 
blockchain’s application. It is possible to provide a real-time review of the financial 
documents in real-time basis by the financial institutions as documents are linked and 
accessible in the blockchain, reduces transportation time and cost. Furthermore, the factoring 
and financing would be transparent as all transaction data are available on the chain.  
As a feature of blockchain that there is no so called trusted third party involved to validate the 
transactions, same feature could be applied in blockchain trade finance as there is no need to 
have correspondents banks to be involved as the third part to assume risk in the trade 
finance. There would also eliminate the need of monitoring and confirmation of delivery of 
the goods as blockchain smart contract can automatically execute on real time basis on the 
blockchain once the contract conditions are met. This also includes automatic settlement of 
funds with reduced transaction fee from correspondent banks since the payment is initiated 
directly from the buyer to seller via blockchain transaction as the automatic execution of the 
smart contract between the buyer and seller once the goods delivered.  
Blockchain in trade finance would also help to reduce the counterpart risk as all the 
documents are being traceable on blockchain, including the bill of lending that double 
spending problem is eliminated, together with the double spending potential. Ownership of 
the goods are also transparent and could provide a real time transfer on the blockchain on 
real time basis with reference to the progress of the goods shipment. At last, to eliminate the 
risk of TBML in a trade finance transactions, law enforcement agencies and financial 
institutions are clear with the pricing, quantities and goods description which there is no 
multiple documents in different versions for misunderstanding and money laundering using 
over / under invoicing techniques.  
In banking perspective, blockchain could provide some improvement in efficiency and 
effectiveness, from the industry research of DiCaprip, Jessel (2018), the blockchain could 
improve efficiency. The research indicated that the financial institutions faced difficulties in 
dealing with trade finance transactions due to lack of information, and compliance KYC 
concern, these are also the redflags that criminal organizations conducting money laundering. 
Stakeholders and  financial institutions could not able to measure and access the risks 
associated with no information. Using blockchain to record transaction could enable financial 
institutions to access the metadata of the performance of their clients and counterparties 
with all the information available on blockchain. Other than this, with the same set of 
information is available on blockchain for all stakeholders, financial institutions could align 
all the information available as a whole on blockchain instead of piecemeal information which 
needs to be derived via open source information, to organize the data around the assessed 
entity for analysis. This could also reduce possibilities of TBML as all the previous 
transactions are known and being validated by all stakeholders involved. 
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The other concern from financial institutions is the compliance KYC concern, as the 
regulatory oversight on financial institutions is a critical role in the current financial era after 
several financial crisis since the last decade. Study from Asian Development Bank (2017) 
reveals that financial institutions rejected one-fourth of trade finance transactions due to KYC 
concerns, this makes financial institutions has a high transaction cost for dealing with existing 
trade finance transactions. Using blockchain could enhance the efficiency of conducting KYC 
and due diligence for financial institutions as documents would be stored on blockchain 
without any amendments or alternation after being stored, which makes a higher realibility of 
information that provided to financial institutions for checking. Blockchain could also provide 
complete audit trail for future checks by regulators.  

c. What are the limitations for using blockchain in Trade Finance? 
The blockchain technology is currently the most evolving technology since 2008, this 
technology has showed high potential in changing the current trade finance environment. 
However, the blockchain technology is also facing numerous challenges which may limit the 
use of blockchain technology in practical solutions.  
The first one is scalability, as the blockchain is a public ledger that records all transactions 
without any deletion of old and legacy transaction records. With the amount of transactions 
are being increased every single day along the chain, the chain will become very bulky. 
Furthermore, each single peer node in the blockchain network needs to store the entire 
blockchain’s transactions for validation and verification of the current and ongoing 
transactions. On the other size, as there are limitations on block size and time interval for 
blocks generations, for example, the bitcoin blockchain could only process 7 transactions per 
second, which could not fulfill the worldwide requirement for millions of transactions on a 
real-time basis, or even the trade finance related transactions in a limited banking network. A 
typical block size is very small as several MBs, while within a trade finance related 
transactions, there are a lot of information required, including but not limited to, logistics 
company, shipping information, goods description, banking and transactions details. With 
these information, the size of one single transaction could be larger than the block body size 
of several MBs. Moreover, as a transaction is being verified within the blockchain network as 
miners and users, these miners required to use more energy and time to verify one single 
trade finance transactions than other general cryptocurrency transfers. 
Another limitations for the blockchain is related to security issue. From Lin and Liao (2017), 
it is mentioned that blockchain consensus mechanism could face various securities attacks. 
The proof-of-work mechanism could face the majority attack, as in this mechanism, the 
generation of the block is by the work done by each participant node, which under this rule, 
there will have more participants are willing to purchase more nodes for the computing 
power, when someone potentially has more than 51% as the primary dominance in terms of 
blockchain computation power, the individual could take control over the entire blockchain. 
Under such control, the dominant could amend the transaction data, amend consensus 
mechanism and prevent other participants to continue to verify further transactions. This 
means the entire blockchain would be able destroyed and create entire loss for other 
participants.  
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Another security issue is related to software upgrade as fork. As blockchain technology is an 
evolving technology that there will have blockchain software upgrade as fork. During this 
upgrade, the consensus mechanism would also be changed to participant nodes. Thus the 
entire blockchain network would need to decide whether or not to validate the transactions 
between nodes agree and not agree with the new consensus rule. Which in this cases, nodes 
with new consensus have to compete with those nodes using old consensus rules. Thus there 
will have potential of losing computation power as the entire blockchain network will be 
separated into two parts if the network does not have a major agreement on consensus 
algorithm, for example, during the fork of the third largest cryptocurrency bitcoin cash in 
November 2018, there network participants are choosing from the new consensus algorithms 
as bitcoin cash ABC or bitcoin SV. This dispute of algorithms created losses of computing 
power within the network and stability, as the chances of majority attack would be larger 
than the expected. This security issue limits usage of blockchain in trade finance related 
transactions.  
Other than the security issue, there are privacy challenges with the implementation of 
blockchain. As a public transaction ledger, third party individuals could able to check the 
transaction amount, balance of each address, which transaction pattern could be observed. In 
terms of business perspective, which means there may have potential leak of private business 
information, for example, the company’s potential future strategy and operations.  
However, in the trade finance related transactions, the privacy issue of the blockchain would 
also create some money-laundering related issues. In blockchain’s network, there could have 
mixing as layering for providing anonymity by using multiple addresses to control and hiding 
the actual source of fund within the blockchain network. For example, criminal organization 
could use multiple accounts as layering for the pretending the source of fund is not from 
criminal proceeds Although blockchain as a public transaction ledger which the transaction 
details are visible to each and everyone, however, as the visible information are only the 
addresses and there is no information on the person or organization behind to confirm the 
ownership of the addresses, as such, this limits the ability to use blockchain in trade-finance 
related transactions as a drawback and indeed as a facilitation of using blockchain as TBML.  
The last limitation arises from private selfish mining, from Eyal and Sirer (2013) showed that 
the blockchain network is vulnerable even if a small portion of computational power is used 
to cheat in the network, the selfish miners would keep their mined blocks on their own 
without broadcasting into the blockchain network. In this case, if the chain contains the 
private block is longer than the current open chain, there would have a private branch and all 
the network participants would always prefer the longer chain in current consensus 
mechanism. Thus, all the network participants are wasting their resources, computational 
power on the useless branch and selfish miners would get higher revenue. In the trade 
finance environment, which selfish mining could also cause the majority attack as the selfish 
miners could easily dominate the entire chain, therefore, all the transactions data could be 
mutable and amended.  
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d. Examples of blockchain application in Trade Finance. 
Financial institutions, regulators and technology companies are progressing to utilize 
blockchain into trade finance transactions. Euro Banking Association (2016) illustrated that 
using smart contracts and instant payment function as blockchain applications and utilize 
distributed ledger in trade finance.  
For smart contract, as mentioned above that smart contract is self-executing computer codes 
that automatically carry out functions as conditions of the smart contract is met as trigger 
event, which all stakeholders could be notified if there are any conditions change upon the 
contract. From a recent study conducted by Deloitte in Hong Kong (2017), Deloitte has 
proposed a trade finance prototype named “Deloitte Mercury” with two layers, which the 
underlying layer is for data distribution and consensus facilitation with using an open source 
blockchain network, with using application programming interface for integration; 
meanwhile, the upper layer consists of various application programming interface 
applications that could be used in trade finance, which all standardized application 
programming interface could be accessed using a common application by all blockchain 
network participants. Illustration of Deloitte’s model as per below: 

 
Deloitte proposed trade finance platform Deloitte Mercury 

Using this model, participants could either use their existing applications to integrate with the 
blockchain or using the blockchain network directly to conduct business. Law enforcement 
agencies or regulators could also able to retrieve real-time data for analysis.  
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Upon using this model, a trade finance transaction will be bounded by a smart contract for 
storing various status within the trade, and to distribute the logic for trigger event for 
transaction validation and status change to all blockchain network participants. Thus, all 
participants on the blockchain network could able to check the full visibility of status of goods 
and payments, it is also highlighted that it is harder to forge a trade finance transaction as it is 
hard to forge all the stored transactions along the chain and being validated by other 
blockchain participants.  
Another study conducted by XinFin Organization (2018) that proposed a blockchain trade 
finance platform named TradeFinex, which the platform is designed for suppliers, buyers and 
other stakeholders, with using of smart contract on blockchain with conditions as milestone 
that could automatically initiate the payment from the buyer to supplier. The platform utilizes 
cloud storage for real-time reporting and could able to match suppliers and buyers globally. 
Similar to the Deloitte Consulting (2017)’s model, that all parties could also review the 
contract on real time basis for checking the status of smart contract on blockchain.  

 
Financing using TradeFinex Platform 
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Process map of trade transaction with TradeFinex Platform 

Conclusion 

It is no doubt that TBML is one of the methods that used by criminal organizations and 
terrorist to transit funds for enhancing their organizations development in an illicit way. With 
the current global trade environment, it is hard for stakeholders such as financial institutions, 
regulators, logistics companies, customs, investigations agencies, suppliers and and 
customers to work independently to tackle TBML. As the blockchain technology is evolving 
and advancing, there is still possibilities to tackling TBML with using blockchain as a tool by 
various stakeholders. In the current stage, it is recommended that there are still many 
technical difficulties and other concerns to progress before we can enjoy the advantage that 
blockchain could bring to us in combating TBML.  
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